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Abstract 
 
This work presents an analysis of the buffer features of an access router, especially the size, the 
impact on delay and the packet loss rate. In particular, we study how these features can affect 
the Quality of Service (QoS) of multimedia applications when generating traffic bursts in local 
networks. First, we show how in a typical SME (Small and Medium Enterprise) network in 
which several multimedia flows (VoIP, videoconferencing and video surveillance) share 
access, the upgrade of the bandwidth of the internal network may cause the appearance of a 
significant amount of packet loss caused by buffer overflow.  
Secondly, the study shows that the bursty nature of the traffic in some applications traffic 
(video surveillance) may impair their QoS and that of other services (VoIP and 
videoconferencing), especially when a certain number of bursts overlap. Various tests have 
been developed with the aim of characterizing the problems that may appear when network 
capacity is increased in these scenarios. In some cases, especially when applications 
generating bursty traffic are present, increasing the network speed may lead to a deterioration 
in the quality. It has been found that the cause of this quality degradation is buffer overflow, 
which depends on the bandwidth relationship between the access and the internal networks. 
Besides, it has been necessary to describe the packet loss distribution by means of a histogram 
since, although most of the communications present good QoS results, a few of them have 
worse outcomes. Finally, in order to complete the study we present the MOS results for VoIP 
calculated from the delay and packet loss rate. 
 
 
Keywords: Buffer size, packet loss, link utilization, videoconferencing, video surveillance, 
VoIP 
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1. Introduction 
T he large increase in the number of users and the new multimedia services over the Internet 
(e.g. videoconferencing, video surveillance, VoIP, online games or P2P-TV) generates a 
significant amount of network traffic [1, 2]. Moreover, the expectation of future growth in the 
use of multimedia applications indicates that this tendency will increase in future years. The 
heterogeneous characteristics of different Internet access technologies, together with user 
demands, make it necessary to take into account the Quality of Service (QoS) that they offer, 
especially when the accesses have to support real-time applications and multimedia services. 
At the same time, the traffic generated by each service depends on the nature of the 
information carried and its size, so some applications generate bursts of traffic (e.g. video 
surveillance) when a lot of information has to be sent in a short time. These bursts may congest 
network devices if the amount of packets to be transmitted is significant with respect to the 
buffer size. On the other hand, some applications work to generate smooth traffic [3], with the 
aim of providing a certain QoS level and better user experience while not being detrimental for 
the network, at the cost of an increment in the processing capacity. The size of the packets 
generated by these applications may vary between different Internet services: while some of 
them (e.g. VoIP) generate small packets of a few tens of bytes, others (e.g. videoconferencing 
and video surveillance) use large packets. By contrast, the buffer size and the available 
bandwidth for supporting both services are the same, so congestion problems may appear in 
certain access links. 
In this situation, the size of the router buffer is an important design parameter when 
planning a network. The reason is that there is a relationship between router buffer size and 
link utilization, since an excessive amount of memory would generate a significant latency 
when the buffer is full (this phenomenon is also known as bufferbloat). On the other hand, a 
very small buffer size will increase packet loss during periods of congestion. As a 
consequence, the influence of the buffer should be considered when trying to improve link 
utilization. Many studies related to buffer size issues have been published in recent years, but 
they are mainly focused on backbone routers and TCP flows [4] and not on buffer behaviour. 
There are various techniques for improving link utilization, but most of them are focused on 
bandwidth saving. Nevertheless, bandwidth is not the only parameter to take into account. The 
buffer size and its behaviour are of primary importance when studying network traffic because 
the buffer is used as a traffic regulator mechanism, which may modify some parameters such 
as delay or jitter, and may also drop packets. As a consequence, the influence of the buffer is 
important in order to reduce packet loss and to offer a better user experience, especially when 
multimedia flows are being transmitted. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section   reviews buffer dimensioning and discusses the 
influence of the buffer in different real-time services. This highlights the need of taking the 
buffer behaviour into account when planning a network. Section   describes the specific 
congestion problems addressed in this paper when increasing bandwidth in a local network, or 
combining multimedia and bursty traffic. Section   reports the experimental results. Two 
different scenarios have been deployed in order to analyze the problem statement and obtain 
some QoS parameters. The paper ends with the conclusions. 
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2. Related Work 
2.1 Buffer Dimensioning 
Buffers are mainly used to reduce packet loss by absorbing transient bursts of traffic when 
routers cannot forward them at a specific moment. This problem occurs because the router 
may have different input and output rates, and this produces a bottleneck in the network 
leading to packet loss. Buffers are instrumental in keeping output links fully utilized during 
congestion times. 
With respect to buffer dimensioning, the commonly accepted rule of thumb is using BDP 
(Bandwidth Delay Product) [5] to obtain the buffer size needed at a router's output interface. 
This rule was proposed in      [6] and it is given by        , where   is the buffer size, 
    is the average round-trip time and   the capacity of the router's network interface. It was 
experimentally obtained using at most   TCP flows on a        core link, so there is no 
recommendation for sizing buffers when there is a significant number of TCP flows with 
different     . 
In [7], the authors proposed a reduced buffer size by dividing BDP by the square root of the 
number of TCP flows present:           . This new approximation assumes that the 
number of TCP flows is large enough so as to consider them as asynchronous and independent 
from each other. This model was called small buffer [8]. 
In [9] the use of even smaller buffers called tiny buffers was suggested, considering a size of 
some tens of packets. However, the use of this model may present a packet discard probability 
of        . The model was obtained on the basis of there been no bursty traffic. 
However, some real-time IP flows present a traffic pattern consisting of bursts of high 
amounts of packets during short intervals. This happens with video surveillance and video 
streaming. This traffic profile may produce some uncertainty in buffer sizing, since a small 
buffer will increase packet loss but a big one will excessively delay real-time packets. In [10] 
and [4], combined TCP and UDP traffic flows were tested in very small buffers using 
non-bursty traffic, and an anomalous region was found where the probability of loss of UDP 
packets grows when the buffer size increases. 
It has also been observed in the literature that the buffer size can be measured in different 
ways. For example, in [11] the routers of two manufacturers are compared. One gives the 
information in packets whereas the other measures it in milliseconds, which is equivalent to 
bytes. As a consequence, the knowledge of the buffer behaviour is an interesting parameter 
which cannot be avoided when trying to improve link utilization. 
2.2 Influence of the Buffer on Different Services 
Many scientific publications considering the influence of the buffer on different services and 
applications show how QoS is affected by the buffer behaviour, which is mainly determined 
by its size and policy. In these cases, knowing the technical and functional characteristics of 
this device is important. This knowledge can be useful for applications and services in order to 
make decisions on the way traffic is generated. In addition, packet management techniques 
can be applied, e.g. multiplexing a number of small packets into a big one or fragmentation, 
according to circumstances of each case [12]. 
The use of QoS characteristics based on objective network parameters (e.g. jitter, packet 
loss, etc.) is a suitable method for studying the influence of the buffer on multimedia traffic. In 
addition, subjective quality evaluation can be used to determine the users' perception of certain 
services. The ITU-T E-Model [13, 14] proposes a procedure for calculating the Mean Opinion 
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Score (MOS), which is useful for network planning. Other authors [15] have developed a 
similar model, based on delay and jitter, for measuring the quality of online games. 
The influence of the buffer on VoIP was studied in [12], where three different router buffer 
policies (dedicated, big and time-limited) were tested, using two multiplexing schemes. The 
router buffer policies caused different packet loss behaviour, and also modified the voice 
quality measured by means of R-factor. In the same paper, a multiplexing method for VoIP 
flows was studied, in which the bandwidth used was reduced by increasing the packet size. 
The authors show that the router buffer affects packet loss, depending on its implementation 
and size. In this case the native VoIP traffic showed a good behaviour when using a small 
buffer measured in bytes, since small packets have less probability of being discarded than big 
ones. 
In [16] the authors presented a simulation study of the influence of a multiplexing method 
on the parameters that define the subjective quality of online games, mainly delay, jitter and 
packet loss. The results show that small buffers present better characteristics for maintaining 
delay and jitter at appropriate levels, at the cost of increasing packet loss. In addition, buffers 
whose size is measured in packets also increase the loss rate. 
Many access network devices are designed for bulk data transfers [17], typical of e-mail, 
web browsing or FTP services. However, the same routers may experience problems for 
managing the traffic of other applications which generate high rates of small packets (e.g. P2P 
video streaming, online games, etc.). In this case, there may be bottlenecks in their processing 
capacity if they have to send too many packets per second [18]. In a P2P video environment, 
these high rates of small packets [19] may penalize the video packets and consequently peer 
behaviour within a P2P structure will not be as expected. 
3. Problem statement 
When network congestion problems arise in a SME scenario, a common practice is to increase 
the bandwidth of the local network. For this reason, many companies periodically upgrade 
their internal network devices (e.g. switching from    to        ). Although this can be 
seen as the most thorough solution for the problem, other questions should be taken into 
account, since congestion is not only caused by bandwidth scarcity. Some problems can also 
be caused by network device implementations. As we will see below, in certain cases an 
increase may result in a worse network response, thus the network improvement may lead to a 
degradation in quality. 
The reason for this phenomenon is related to the buffer filling rate. As we can see in Fig. 1, 
the time required to reach buffer overflow is related to the filling rate, given by the input and 
output rates [20]. Let      and       be the input and output rates of the buffer, respectively. 
We define        as the rate in which the buffer fills when      is higher than       (      
        ). So, if       remains the same and      is switched from    to        , then 
the buffer filling rate (     ) will be higher in a         network. For this reason, the buffer 
may reach overflow more quickly in a         than in a        network. 
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Fig. 1. Principal characteristics of buffers. 
 
When bursty traffic is generated in the network, a quick buffer filling rate may cause packet 
loss at certain moments, even if the average link utilization is low. This may happen when the 
burst length is almost equivalent to the buffer size. The buffer will easily reach overflow when 
it has some packets in the queue at the moment a burst arrives. This can also occur when the 
length of the burst is bigger than the buffer size. Although some applications generate smooth 
traffic, aggregate Internet traffic shows a bursty behaviour at all time scales [21]. In order to 
avoid this problem, some applications include smoothing features [3], which are able to 
modify the profile of the traffic generated. 
All in all, the relationship between the speeds of the Internet access and the local network, 
and the relationship between buffer size and burst length are in fact important parameters 
which cannot be neglected when planning a network. In the next section, we describe a 
number of tests with the aim of illustrating this phenomenon. In some cases the combination of 
certain buffer sizes with bursty applications may cause buffer congestion and consequently 
QoS problems. 
4. Tests and results 
In this section, two scenarios are proposed in order to analyze the effect of the buffer size in the 
presence of bursty traffic, and the possible implications for the traffic of other applications. 
We will focus on a typical SME environment with one Internet access link, in which VoIP 
shares the network with the rest of the services. Real applications are used in order to obtain 
the traffic traces to be employed in the tests, so no traffic models have been required. Different 
buffer sizes have been chosen according to the results obtained in the various works cited 
above and the real sizes of commercial network devices (e.g. Linksys WAP54G) [20]. The 
results are obtained by means of packet to packet traffic analysis with the NS-2 tool.  
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4.1 Network Scenarios 
Two scenarios are used for the tests. In the first one (shown in Fig. 2, a), a number of video 
surveillance communications share the same Internet access. The main aim of the test is to 
determine the packet loss rate in the mixed bursty traffic for different buffer sizes, and to 
observe the different results when the links between the cameras and the Internet access 
devices are    or        . The traffic of two and three cameras is used, each one with an 
average bit rate of      . The bandwidth is limited to        , which is a reasonable 
uplink value for current DSL access networks. This value has been chosen in order to set the 
offered bandwidth to     of the link capacity when three cameras are present. In addition, by 
setting this link utilization level, we ensure that packet loss is caused by the relationship 
between the traffic characteristics and the behaviour of the router buffer, and not by bandwidth 
scarcity. 
In the second scenario (Fig. 2, b), two flows generated by the IP cameras (      per flow), 
one videoconferencing session (roughly        ) and two VoIP calls (       per flow) 
share the link, so the total bandwidth generated is        . Two different tests have been 
performed: in the first one, the Internet access capacity has been set to      , so the average 
link utilization is fixed (   ) and different values of the buffer size are tested. In the second 
test, the buffer size of the Internet access router is fixed at    packets and simulations are run 
using different values of the access capacity, and consequently different levels of link 
utilization, ranging from    to    . 
 
 
(a) First scenario: two and three camera connections. 
 
 
(b) Second scenario: two camera connections, videoconferencing and two VoIP calls. 
 
Fig. 2. Simulated scenarios. 
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4.2 Real Traffic Captures 
In order to deploy the tests described above, we have to use three different multimedia traffic 
sources: videoconferencing, video surveillance and VoIP. Thus, real traces of 
videoconferencing and video surveillance applications were first captured in real scenarios 
and then generated in NS2, using the same packet sizes and inter-packet times. A sniffer which 
does not degrade the performance of the applications was included at the best location for 
capturing [22]. VoIP traffic was generated with the NS2 CBR agent. The methodology used 
for the traffic capture is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
 
 
(a) Real videoconferencing traffic capture. 
 
(b) Real video surveillance traffic capture. 
 
Fig. 3. Real traffic capture scenarios. 
 
For videoconferencing traces,         architecture was used.         incorporates 
Adaptive Video Layering (AVL) technology, which permits dynamic video optimization for 
each endpoint, leveraging on       Scalable Video Coding (SVC) compression technology. 
The videoconference software was configured with       and           resolution while 
the camera captured a high motion video (a football game). 
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The video surveillance traffic traces were obtained (see Fig. 3, b) using a popular IP camera 
device (AXIS     ). This kind of traffic is particularly bursty. Table 1 shows the relationship 
between the video compression level and the amount of packets per burst for two different 
resolutions when the bandwidth of the camera is set to      . For all the tests we have 
chosen traces with           resolution, and a compression of         . The time between 
bursts is                 ; the amount of packets per burst is    and the packet size is 
           . 
 
Table 1. Amount of packets per burst depending on camera parameters 
Resolution Compression level Packets per burst 
                 
            
            
            
                 
           
          
 
Voice traffic was generated according to the       recommendation (      for 
inter-packet time and   samples per packet), resulting in a packet size of         . 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 First Scenario 
As occurs in a real scenario, flows do not start at the same time, so we have added to the 
simulation an initial period in which the flows start randomly. The results presented are the 
average values 40 tests. The     confidence intervals are also shown in the graphs. The 
simulation time is      for each test. 
The packet loss bursts in the buffer are not only produced by the bursty applications, but 
may also be caused by the overlapping of traffic from other applications. Although the traffic 
is roughly     and     of the available bandwidth, when using two and three cameras, 
respectively, the packet loss may be unacceptable, as shown in Fig. 4 (note that the Y-axes 
have different scales in the two sub-figures). The cause is that the overlapping of bursts 
coming from different cameras produces a traffic burst which may exceed the capacity of the 
buffer. As an example, we see the poor results when using a buffer size of     packets (almost 
    and     of packet loss). If the number of packets in a burst generated by a camera is   , 
it is easy for the buffer to fill up whenever a burst arrives. 
At the same time, another interesting phenomenon can be observed when comparing the    
and         results of Fig. 4: we see that packet loss is higher when the network speed is 
       . Furthermore, there are some cases (e.g.   cameras and a buffer of    packets) in 
which packet loss only appears for the fastest network. Why is this happening? If the speed of 
the Internet connection remains the same, a         network will fill the buffer faster than a 
       one whenever a burst is generated by a camera. In these cases, upgrading the 
network speed from    to         will produce bursts of lost packets, worsening the 
performance of the network. 
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(a) First scenario: two and three camera connections. 
 
 
(b) Second scenario: two camera connections, videoconferencing and two VoIP calls. 
 
Fig. 4. Relationship between buffer size and packet loss in video surveillance traffic for different buffer 
sizes. 
 
4.3.2 Second Scenario 
The results for the scenario with three services sharing the network can be seen in Fig. 5. The 
same phenomenon mentioned above can be observed: packet loss is higher when the speed of 
the local network is        . The effect is exacerbated if the buffer is smaller. The     
confidence intervals are also shown in the graphs. 
The results presented are for the aggregate traffic of the three applications. Although not 
shown separately, packet loss affects all the applications, so we observe that the presence of a 
bursty application (video surveillance) causes packet loss for all the coexisting applications, 
even for those generating constant bit rate traffic (VoIP). 
As expected, packet loss increases when the link utilization grows in the case of a    packet 
buffer (Fig. 6). Again, packet loss is higher for the         network. 
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Fig. 5. Relationship between buffer size and packet loss, for     link utilization. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Relationship between link utilization and packet loss for a    packet buffer. 
 
4.3.3 Quality Analysis 
In this subsection we focus on the quality obtained by each of the services sharing the network. 
Thus, we will use the second scenario in order to consider the three kinds of flows. We will 
focus on the         case, since this network speed represents the worst case as regards 
packet loss. The quality analysis is based mainly on two parameters: packet loss per flow, and 
delay. In addition, in the case of VoIP, we also present the results using a subjective quality 
estimator based on these parameters, using different values for the network delay. Besides, we 
have considered buffer overflow as the only cause of packet loss.  
 
Packet Loss per Flow: Two different groups of tests have been performed: first, a fixed link 
utilization is considered in the scenario, and second, a fixed buffer size. Fig. 7 presents the 
results of packet loss per flow using a fixed utilization of the link (   ). The     confidence 
intervals are also shown in the graphs. The main cause of packet loss bursts is the presence of 
a bursty application (video surveillance) which causes buffer overflow and degrades the 
quality of all the coexisting applications. It can be observed that packet loss decreases when 
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the buffer size is increased (Fig. 7, a), because bigger buffers can better absorb the bursts 
produced by the traffic mix. However, videoconferencing and VoIP obtain better results due to 
their less bursty profile. On the other hand, in Fig. 7, b it can be seen that the packet loss 
distribution is not the same for all the tested buffers. Small buffers exacerbate the problem 
caused by video surveillance traffic (the most bursty), increasing the rate of lost packets 
corresponding to this service. 
 
 
(a) Packet loss by flow. 
 
 
(b) Packet loss distribution by flow. 
Fig. 7. Packet loss when link utilization is     for different buffer size. 
 
The results using a buffer of    packets are shown in Fig. 8. In this chart we represent on 
the X axis the average link utilization according to the bandwidth generated by the 
applications. As expected, packet loss increases when the link utilization grows. Again, the 
packet loss distribution is not the same for the different tests (Fig. 8, b), although the 
differences are not significant. We can thus see that buffer size has a stronger influence on 
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packet loss distribution per flow. The loss percentage greater for videoconferencing and VoIP 
than video surveillance traffic. 
 
 
(a) Packet loss by flow. 
 
(b) Packet loss distribution by flow. 
 
Fig. 8. Packet loss when buffer size is    packets for different values of link utilization. 
 
Packet loss histogram: In the previous subsection we have presented the average results, 
and we have been able to obtain small values of the confidence intervals. However, it is 
necessary to describe the packet loss distribution between the communications established in 
the different tests, since the lost packets may not be uniformly distributed between them. 
While packets are not lost in certain tests, in others some flows present a high packet loss rate, 
because in some cases the flow overlapping is bigger. As a result, in the same network, one 
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communication can obtain very good quality whereas others present significantly worse 
values. The main cause of this effect is the random distribution of overlaps between bursts. 
In order to measure this phenomenon, we have selected a scenario with a     link 
utilization and a buffer size of    packets, and the same applications described above. In this 
specific scenario, tests were repeated     times to better observe the effect of the overlapping 
flows cited above, and its relationship with packet loss. The results are presented by a 
histogram corresponding to each service in Fig. 9, in which the X axis shows the packet loss 
percentage and the Y axis represents the percentage of iterations in which that packet loss 
value has been obtained. Note that the X axis values are different for each of the considered 
services. 
In the case of VoIP (Fig. 9, a), the chart shows that almost     of the calls present a packet 
loss value smaller than      . Packet loss increases up to    or more in      of the cases 
(equivalent to    calls) in which the QoS will be significantly degraded. This confirms that 
there is a percentage of calls in which the quality obtained will not be good enough for the 
user. 
The videoconferencing service presents a similar behaviour (Fig. 9, b). The packet loss rate 
is low for a high percentage of the tests. Nevertheless, these losses may impair 
videoconferencing quality. On the other hand, the camera communication results (Fig. 9, c) 
show the highest packet loss level (up to 14% in some cases), which may degrade the QoS of 
this service. 
 
(a) Packet loss histogram for VoIP. 
 
(b) Packet loss histogram for videoconferencing. 
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(c) Packet loss histogram for camera. 
 
Fig. 9. Packet loss histogram for different multimedia flows with a buffer size of    packets and     
link utilization. 
 
MOS for VoIP Calls: In this subsection we analyze the effect of packet loss bursts on the 
subjective quality of VoIP, a real-time service with very strict delay and packet loss 
requirements. In this case, we have used the results from the VoIP Packet loss histogram 
analyzed above. In order to estimate the subjective quality which would be obtained for each 
call, we have calculated the R-Factor according to [14] with the following equation: 
 
   3.1773.17711.024.02.94  totaltotaltotalfactor delayHdelaydelayR                               (1) 
  totaldelay 101ln4011  
 
where            is the one-way delay and      is a step function. Thus, if the delay is 
under 177.3 ms, then it does not affect the        . However, if it exceeds this value, then the 
         will be significantly decreased. This responds to the phenomenon cited in [14]: “For 
one-way delay less than        , conversations occur naturally, whereas at delay in excess 
of         conversations begin to strain and breakdown; often degenerating into simplex 
communications at high delay values.” 
Next, we obtain the MOS from the R factor, using the conversion cited in the same paper. 
The total delay we have considered includes the delay caused by the router buffer and the 
network; in addition, a de-jitter buffer has been included in order to absorb the delay variations 
generated by the router buffer, so the router and the de-jitter buffers compensate each other.  
Six different values for the network delays have been used (                 and 
       which produce a total delay of                     and      , respectively. 
The results are presented by a histogram (Fig. 10) of the MOS obtained for each test. For the 
lowest three values of network delay (      and     ), the figure shows a significant 
amount of calls with a medium quality according to the ITU-T E-Model [13, 14]. This would 
represent a bad result for VoIP users, since this scenario would be expected to provide the best 
quality in all cases. In addition, the tail at the left shows a few calls with an unacceptable 
quality level. On the other hand, for the three highest network delay values (        and 
     ), in which the total delay exceeds the       threshold, a worse behaviour can be 
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observed in the chart. The increase in the network delay produces a significant reduction in 
subjective quality, resulting in low quality results in some cases. 
 
 
Fig. 10. MOS histogram with different one-way network delays, a buffer size of    packets and     
link utilization. 
5. Conclusion 
This paper has studied packet loss caused by the router buffer in the presence of applications 
generating bursty traffic, and its influence on VoIP subjective quality. Different tests have 
been deployed in two scenarios using real traces of three multimedia applications, with 
different values of link utilization. 
The buffer size has been identified as a critical parameter for network planning in these 
environments. The reason is that the relationship between the buffer size and the number of 
packets in a traffic burst generated by the applications has to be consistent in order to allocate 
all the packets, and to avoid packet being discarded owing to buffer overflow. In addition, the 
relationship between the internal network speed and that of the Internet access determines the 
buffer filling rate, which may produce packet loss when large bursts of packets are sent from 
the local network to the Internet. 
Different tests have shown that the presence of bursty applications in the internal network 
may produce packet loss which, surprisingly, may grow with the internal network speed. Tests 
using different applications, access speeds and buffer sizes have been deployed. In all the tests, 
packet loss was higher for         than for       . 
It has been observed that the bursty traffic generated by some applications affects other 
services sharing the same link. In order to show the effect of the bursty nature of the traffic of 
these applications, we have measured the MOS of concurrent VoIP calls. The results show that 
VoIP calls are only able to obtain a medium quality, failing to reach better results even when 
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the link utilization is    . Since the cause of this problem is the bursty nature of many 
applications, techniques able to smooth traffic are seen as an advantage. 
On the other hand, multimedia applications are becoming popular in mobile environments 
where resources are limited (e.g., processing capacity, power consumption and memory). In 
these scenarios, the problems highlighted in the present study could affect the QoS of different 
services, particularly if we take into account that the characteristics of the link may change due 
to mobility (e.g., handoff or roaming). For this reason, in a future work we plan to analyze 
buffer size in mobile environments when multimedia and bursty traffic are present. 
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